KOVONAX IN FACTS

- Founded: 1908
- Capital: 77.000 €
- Total factory area: 12 000 sqm
- Employees: 70+
- Annual turnover: 2.900.000 €
- Company ID: 46345949

LONG-TERM COOPERATION

We offer our production capacity. Traditional and modern production technology from the initial processing of materials to the final product. The advantage of our products is safe and practical design, reliability, quality of workmanship, simple handling and easy maintenance. All our products are made from quality steel profiles, their surface is treated with powder thermosetting paint, RAL, or chrome plating. Finish wooden parts are completed by ecological water varnish or laminate. They are long lasting, low maintenance, easy cleaning with a wide variety of options.

Our own modern technologies include the entire process from design through to the processing of metal base to the finished product. We have sufficient technological and personnel background for the entire process of design, production and distribution.

METAL PRODUCTION: locksmithing, toolmaking and machining

WELDING: by process of MIG / MAG, TIG and brazing

BENDING: we perform 2D and 3D Technologies

PAINTING: Powder Coating runs on the line with a choice of different shades of RAL. In one pegged the process allows the simultaneously degreasing, phosphatization, drying and subsequent application of the powder paint spraying and continuous burning, to droop finished product.

CHROME PLATING (NICKEL PLATING, COATING):
Chrome plating is performed on a fully automated line Technology 3-mighty chromium in sequence of Ni-Ni-Cr. We have one of the largest proportions of baths: length 1800 mm, depth 550 mm, height 900 mm.
PRESSING: we perform on hydraulic presses from 70 to 100 tons

UPHOLSTERY: Are subjected to editing material coating material, leather, artificial leather, mesh, alcantara or other natural and synthetic materials.

ASSEMBLING: We provide the joining of the product, installation, fitting, assembling, stacking components in to the final product.

PACKAGING: We provide the production and use of consumer packaging for safe packaging, handling, protect the product for delivery to the end customer. We ensure that the packaging of the product corresponded with the overall style of our company (or OEM) production.

TRANSPORT & LOGISTICS: We have our own warehouse area and a truck park. With many years of experience and contractor partners we perform the transportation of goods across Europe including the Russian Federation and the Middle East. We work with modern control technology and qualified personnel.

CERTIFICATIONS
We have a valid certification, quality management and certification for health care in the context of Czech and European standards.

We are certified products for health care under the Act no. 22/1997 as amended by Law no. 71/2000 pursuant to Government Decree no. 181/2001 Coll. as amended by Government Decree no. 336/2001 Coll.

We have implemented a quality system in accordance with ISO 9001: 2008 and ISO 13485: 2003.